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ADMIRAL RAYII/IOND A. SPRUANCE 
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I fell heir to Admiral "Bull" HALSEY ' s Task Force at 

the end of May , 1942 , just when Admiral NIMITZ was preparing 

to send him out to protect the Island of Midway against a 4apa

nese invasion which he had leaxned about through cryptanalysis . 

Admiral Halsey , after six months at sea , on the bridge under 

the tropic sun , had been afflicted by an unbearable skin erup-
would do 

tion ainst which nothing/ , not even homemade remed;lmlike oatmeal 
temporarily 

baths , Halsey had to go/to the hospi½al . 

After we had won the Battle of Midway , in early june 

of 1942 , I returned to Pearl Harbor and I was ordered as Admiral 

NIMITZ Chief of Staff . This relmeved me of my regular command of 

a division of heavy cruisers . I was to stay in that capacity 

from the end of June 1942 to early August 1943 , a period of 
I ~ Whit - haired 

about~ months . JNIMITZ was a first - class fighting man . 

I got to know him very well during that time . , e lived under the 

same roof in Pearl Harbor . I walked with him down to the office 

in the morning and back with him each evening . He needed a lot 

of exercise and whenever we had some free time we pitched horse

shoes together, went swimming or even climbed mountains . He 

is one of the few people I know who never knew what it meant to 

be afraid of anfty-thing . Typical of his character was his first 

reaction each time we thought of a way to hit the Japs . He 

always said : "Let's go and do it ! " 
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Our Forces in the Pacific , in 1942 , were pretty thin . 

However , we started planning as best we could a way to talce the 

offens ive against the Japanese as soon as we would be ready . It 

took us approximately two years after the Japanese attack on 

Pearl Harbor to get underway . As Chief of Staff , I had natural

ly a hand in this planning and I remember when Admiral NIMITZ 
from Admiral KING in Washington, 

received a directive/in the spring of 1943 , just after the 

Casablanca Conference , to prepare an operation on the Marshall 

Islands . In other words the President, the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff and Admiral King , who was Chief of Naval Operations, down 

the chain of command, had dedided to put the e mphas is on a 

Central Pacific drive , as opposed to a ma jor drive under Gene

ral mu:tlmx Mac.Arthur's command in the South Pacific along a 

New- Guinea - Mindanao Axis . Mac.Arthur, we all knew , was 

furious about this decision but the Joint Chiefs had g ood reasons 

to act that way . 

In anticipation of the opening of a Central Pacific axis , 

the United States Navy , just before and after the declaration 
plus all sorts of other vessels 

of war had ordered 22 new fleet carr iers/that would become avai-

lable in 1943 . This was our huge ship-building program t hat 

enabled us to win the war . The ships that were struck on the 

7th of december 1941 were the battleships , all of whic h , except 

for the ".Arizona" which was never raised, were in the proces s 

of beeing repaired . I remember, in the early stages of our 

Central Pacific operations , when we finally had a Fleet ancho

rage , looking around and thinking : 11 If I only had now the 

ships that were available on the 7th of December , I would be 

awfully thin." By 1943 , new ships were coming out from every-
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where : new battleships , new destroyers , new submarines , new 

transports and new carriers . 

The Joint Chiefs had reasonned that our new carriers 

would.be largely wasted in support of a New Guinea - Mindanao 

axis but that if they could be freed from a mere auxiliary role 

t h ey could be used continuously to win comman d of the sea over 

ever- increasing areas . Central P a c1fic Forces , s pearheaded 

by these mobile airfields , could eventually dispense with land

basei air support and make tremendous leaps from one group of 

islands to the other . Moreover , I will say that the Navy , 

faced since 1898 with the problem of defense or recovery of the 

Philipp ines , had long ago come up with the idea of moving the 

Fleet accross the Central Pacific . 

When Admiral NIMITZ told me that the start of this move

ment was g oing to be capture of the Marshalls , I commenced to 

study ways and means to d o it . 

Then , one day during t h e spring of 1943 , as I was 

walking with Admiral NIMITZ from our quarters to his office , he 

suddenly told me : 

- " There are g oing to be some changes in high command of the 

Fleet . I would like to let you g o but unfortunately for you 

I need you more here . " I replied : 

- " Well , the War is an important thing . I :personnaly would 

like to have another crack at t h e J aps , but if you need me 

h ere , t h is is where I should be ." And I thought no more of it 

until the next morning when , agai n coming d own from our quar

ters , Admiral NI MITZ told me : 11 I have been thinking this 

over during t he night . Spruance, you are l ucky: I d ecid ed 
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that I am going to let you go , after all ." This was how he 

announced to me that I would be in command of our whole 

Central Pacific Force . 

We had had many " powwows" ( conferences ) in Pearl 

Harbor, when I was Chief of Staff, on how this job of taking 

the Marshalls should be done • .Among the many ideas that were 

put forth, one of them was that the Marshalls had a lot of 

ennemy airfields on them and that we ought to go in, divide 

our forces according to the places to be taken, and simply 

take them . When I learned that I was going to be in command 

of the whole Central P acific operation, I had a more personal 

and vital interest in seeing that the job was done success

fully . However , I was not at all in favor of just going in 

and doing it . The only person who wanted to capture some 

outlying position was Admiral Forrest Sherman , Admiral 

NIMITZ ' s Chief of Operations , a fine and extremely able of

ficer . He was strong for taking Wake Island . However , I 

was definitely against that because Wake didn ' t lead anyplace . 
only 

It was/on the northern fringes of the Marshalls . I wanted 

to come up, on the contrary , from the South , from our main 

line of communications which ran from the United States , in 

a wide circle, through New Zealand to .Australia . We could 
move 

use the area of the Solomons to s:txxx/north, near Guadalca-

nal, for instance , where we had already started the offen
made 

sive . I finally «DR~tik/the proposition of coming up 

from the southerd with assistance from Canton Island . 
" 

We decided to go through the Ellice Islands and into the 

Gilbert Islands , which were British but had been seized by the 
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Japanese , and establish our airfields wherever they could be 

be put • This plan won the approval of Admiral NIMIT!; , Admi

ral KING and the Joint Chi efs of Staff in Washington . There 

had been opposing theories about it . Once , for instance , I 

was told , but didn ' t see it myself , that a roomful of experts 

in Pearl Harbor who did not know much about the conditions in 

this area , who hadn ' t even studied them properly and who , 

above all , weren ' t even going to have to do it themselves, 

had said of my plan that : " I wanted a sledge hammer to drive 

a~- " They didn ' t say that anymore after we took Tarawa • 

The ultimate aim was occupying the Marshalls . The 

Marshalls , under Japanese mandate since World War I , had 

been closed to foreigners since 1935 . In these years of pri

vacy , Japan had had ample opportunity to fortify these islands 

and make them as impregnable as the geography could afford . 

They succeeded without any doubt . Like most island groups in 

the Central Pacific , the Marshalls are an archipelago of atoll~ 

each a perimeter of flat coral islets surrounded by a fringing 

reef and enclosing a lagoon . Included are some 35 atolls , most 

of which contain one or more islands large enough for an airfie 

Our intelligence had estimatedthat they contained at 

least half a dozen air bases . But no one could be sure , for 

no allied military force had visited the area since Halsey ' s 

hit- and- run raid in early 1942 • Furthermore , there were no 

allied airfields close enough bx from which to take them 

under reconnaissance . One of the bigg est planning problems 

that we had to face all along the carnpaign in order to conduct 

a good amphibious operation was the total lack of good aerial 
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photography of the places we wanted to take . The amphibious 

people needed this information badly . They had to know about 

the reefs and the beach configurations • They had to evaluate 

the system of defense that the Japs had built in each of these 

places • .And the only photographs that we had at the time 

of the Marshalls were ·those taken through periscopes of sub

ma~ines, which , while useful and better than nothing, 

couldn ' t tell us much about the rest. 

One of the things for which I take most credit for, 

during this meticulous planning, was the way I choose my 

staff . When Admiral NIMITZ had told me I was going to . have 

this central Pacific Command, practically the most important 

in the whole Pacific area at the time , I remember saying : 

- "Sir , I would like to get Admiral Kelly TURNER from Admi-
Rear 

ral H.ALSEY , if I can steal him • "/Admiral TURNER was an old 

shipmate of mine , nicknamed "Terrible Turner" because of his 

stubborness and his outspokenness, who was a tough , very 

intelligent fighting man . We had served three years together 

on the staff of the Naval War College , in Newport, and I 
Major 

knew him well . But I also said : 11 I want/General Holland 

SMITH for the Marines . " His reactions to any inept or slo

venly performance had earned him the nickname of" Howling 

Mad SMITH '.'. I had seen a little of him before the war when 

I was Commandant of the Tenth Naval District in the Carribean. 

I finally got them both . Because of the fact that they were 

both very strong- minded a..nd didn ' t know each other, I some

times wondered , when we were making our plans , whether we 

could get the operation planned out before there was an explo-
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- sion between them . Fortunately , although they disaggreed 

on certain details, they made a very efficient team . Kelly 

TURNER had the old battleship "Pennsylvania" as his flagship 

and he and General SMITH and their staff_s embarked together 

when the operation started . When they returned , I am witness 

to the fact that each had a wholesome respect for the other 

as good fighting man . They were my two chief people for cap

turing places . 
accomplish 

For nearly two years after Pearl Harbor, we didn 't/ocnoc 

much in the Pacific except xu Jimmy Doolittle ' s raid on 

Tokyo , the Battle of Midway which we had to win , the Battle 

of the Coral Sea which was a s.tand-off, the Guadalcanal ope

ration and the recapture of the .Aleutian Islands . Most of our 

action had been concentrated in the South Pacific . 

The Guadalcanal amphibious landings took place in early 

August of 1941 . It was the beginning of the Mac.Arthur offensive 

along the Solomons - New Guinea - Mindanao axis that ended up 

in the recapture of the Philippines much later . It was , ho-
first 

wever, a Navy operation . We had decided to strike/at Guadal-

canal because we had reports that the Japanese were building 

airfields in the area- . They already had a seaplane base at 

Tulagi and they were building more and landing more troops 

to increase their foothold which , previously, had been small . 

We could not allow that llKKhessoweopo~:xbocJhaMecJaC~ 

~ without jeopardizing our position in the whole south 

P acific. Guadalcanal was the farthest that the Japanese 

had gone down in the Southern Solomons . The Southern Solomon~ 

were on our line of communications that we had established 
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-t;' 
b.e:twe-en New Zealand and Australia • It was also about as far 

from the mainland of Japan as you could come into contact with 

the Japanese and have a first class war . In other words it 

was difficult for them to supply these places , ~y. ey 

~aek . Later on , the more we advanced in the 
and South 

Central/Pacific , the more we stretched our own lines of com-

munication and supply and the more the Japanese problem decrea

sed . The battle for Guadalcanal was costly and bloody and it 

lasted until January 1943 but it was won . 

One of the very important things that we had done , fr om 

-t-1111~'""~ 1943 , was toti~ 1 our Service Squadron 10 , which was 
l 

~-0.J,;,!Lt and repair outfit for the Central Pacific Forces . 

We could thus make minor necessary repairs ~Fat ancho-, 
rage without having to cover thousands of milles to return to f \ 
Pearl Harbor • Service Squadron 10 gave us III1,1-e l~er auto-

we had secured 8"'"-f,,__......,....,..orage ~iee in the 

-G.ilbcrts , ~ Marshalls and an invaluabl 

asset . 

In 1943 , also , the Japanese Fleet was about the same 

strength as ours , and they were not supporting any amphibious 

Britain , when A0.mir~-&AlrSEY 1 s 
vt crif, I , 

::;i...,.,Q-3:'.<i;- +t-Ea- rtm attac~ in earl ~ -

1a.ngs managed to destroy a lot of Japanese planes and 

pilots that they were never able to replace . And they tried 
'-' 1(€ 

hard . This wasAthe pilots they lost at Midway . The cream of 

their aviators was out . It had repercussions all dowwn the line 

and in 1945, when they resorted to the Kamikaze, they were 
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obliged to recruit anybody who could fly a plane, give him 

a one-way load of gas and tell him: "Now, you just go and 

attack ! " 

The plans for the Ellice, the Gilbats and the Marshalls 
t JI~ (.l 

had been carefully pl::.a:Im~d, but as is usual in this sort of 

operation, had to be slightly changed in the course of action. 

We moved in on Makin and Tarawa Atolls simultaneously 

on November 20th , 1943 . Admiral TURNER and General Holland 

SMITH had decided to concentrate first on Makin , which was 

north of Tarawa, because it lay only 190 milles from the 

nearest ennerny base in the Marshalls . In the Marshalls , the 

Japanese had still considerable air power that had to be neu

tralized and we feared for the Invasion Fleet the permanent 

threat of ennemy surface ships and submarines . This is why 
wanted 

we ~x~«/both these operations, but specially Makin , 

to go at lightning speed . We thought we could take Makin in 

one single day and then , wti.thdraw the Fleet from possible 

ennerny attack . As it turned out, while a number of Carriers 
efficiently 

were · pounding/away at all the land-based Japanese air forces 

in the Gilberts and the southern rilarshalls , it took three 

days to secure Makin . On November 23rd, 1943 , our assault 
seize 

troops of 6,500 managed to/iimmiaR little mxxxx Butaritari 

island , the .main island and headquarters of the atoll ~t the 

cost of 64 dead and 152 wounded . Out of 800 Japanese defen

ders comprising 284 naval infantry and an assortment of non

combattant construction troops and Korean laborers , all of 

the defenders were wiped out except one japanese infantryman 

and 104 laborers who were taken prisonners . Considering that 
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that we had a superiority of 23 to 1, we could not label 

this a perfect operation . However, Tarawa was g oing to 

give us even more trouble . Tarawa , with its two-mille long 

only fortified island of the Atoll, was the strong point 

and administrative center of the Japanese occupied Gilberts . 

Betio Island was like a fortress . Its defender, Rear 

Admiral Keiji SHIBASAKI , often boasted that it could not 

be conquered by a million men in a hundred years . It actual

ly took us three days to capture impregnable Betio . This 

time, however , the costs were higher : out of the 2 , 600 

elite Japanese Naval infantry , the 1,000 construction 

workers equipped and trained to fight and the 1 , 200 Korean 

laborers, only one japanese officer and 16 enlisted men 

surrendered and we captured no more than one hundredfi labo

rers . We had committed 18 , 300 Mar ine and Naval personnel 

to the capture of Tarawa • :®:fx:tim:S:HX+xi+®®®XWRXHXJ!!X:S:llU!l.XllRS.X 

We had more than 1 , 000 killed and an overall casualty list 

slightJJy exceeding 3 , 000 . Many details of the landing ope

rations had gone wrong . 

The storming of Tarawa proved a bitter school for 

amphibious assault , c ompleting the lessons we had already 

learned in the Solomons , at Guadalcanal , and in the early 

New Guinea operations . But we were learning effectively 

the techniques that were to carry us accross the heavily 

defended beaches of the Central P acific . From our Navy 

point of view , however , neither at Makin or a t Tarawa did 

we g et a first class anchorage . We were to find one , later 

in the Marshalls . 
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For the moment it didn ' t bother us too much . We would 

refuel our ships at fixed points where the oilers would be 

at the eastward of the Gilberts . The operat ion wasn 't long 

enough to have us worried over food and supplies . J apanese 

submarines were a threat but we were able to control that . 

to...~Haroor were they could replenish in ammunition and 

When I returned from the Gilberts to Pearl Harbor to 

mak e the last plans for the Marshalls , the first thing I had 

to argue about was the date the operation would take place . 
previously 1944 

I had/given the date of the 1st of Febraury/as the earliest 

date that we could meet and said : " We need a practical date 

from the time-space factor to enable us to bring troops and 

ships from all over the P a cific Ocean." At Pearl Harb or I dis 

covered that in spite of my recommendation the date had been 

shove d up by Washington to the 15th of J anuary . I said : "But 

we cannot make this date : it is a physic al impossibility from 

the time- space factor point of view ." Finally , after strong 

arguments , Washington aggreed to g ive us the 31st of J anuary. 

I met this date by landing the first troops on unfortified 

islands off the two main objectives in the north and the south 

end of Kwajalein . 

All the plans had been mad e in Pearl Harb or and when time 
-wt, 

came to implement them I ~ to g o myself t o the various 

~ . But I made it a rule for myself to interfere as little 

as possible with the execution and refrain from Monday morning 

quarterbacki ng • 
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The first operation plan issued by Admiral NIMITZ in mid

October 1943 , called for siIIIllltaneous assaults on Maloelap and 

Wotje Atolls , the two Marshallese bases nearest Pearl Harbor, 

and on Kwajalein Atoll , the Japanese headquarters at the center 

of the archipelago . After the shock of Tarawa , General SMITH, 

Admiral TURNER and myself recommended that this decision be 

. . reconsidered in view of the fact that we mm: did not have enough 

troops and support to take three places at the same time . SMITH 

and TURNER favored tal{ing Maloelap and Wotje first which would 

be developped into american bases to support a later assault on 

Kwajalein . NIMITZ replied , to our astonishment , that we were 

to • 

This, I felt , would leave Kwa{).alein , once taken, at the 

mercy. of Japanese air attack from Maloelap , Wotje , Mili and 

Jaluit . I requested permission, then, to take undefended 

Majuro Atoll, in the eastern Marshalls , which would provide 

a protected fleet anchorage until we had Kwajalein , and a base 

whence aircraft could cover communications between Kwajalein and 

the Gilberts . NIMITZ granted me that request . I IIIllSt say that 

the direct attack on Kwajalein took the Japanese by surprise as 

they didn ' t expect it at all . 

The attack forces of our Fifth Amphibious Force comprised 

nearly 300 vessels bringing 53,000 assault troops, half soldiers 

half marines , and 31 , 000 garrison personnel . It moved in on 

Kwajalein on January 29th , 1944 from the north , to hit the 

islands of Roi and Namur, and in the south , to hit Kwajalein. 

We had learned our lesson in Tarawa . While our Fast Carriers 

concentratBd with their 750 planes on keeping all J apanese air-
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-craft out of the air ,. and their airfields constantly pounded 

in such places as Maloelap , Jaluit, Mili, Kwajalein and even 

Eniwetok , the landings took place . They were very successful , 

for, in the aftr~noon of February 4th , all effective resis

tance had ended. OUr casualties , this time, were 177 killed 

and approximately a 1 , 000 wounded while on t4e Japanese side , 

out of 8 , 000 personnel, of which a little more than 2 ,000 were 

trained combat troops , we captured only 145 Korean laborers and 

49 Japanese prisonners of war . 

After we had taken the Gilberts and the Marshalls we 

really did not know where to g o next . We had not touched to 

a great number of fortified Atolls with Japanese rtx~xnxxxx 

airfields on them. These remained a threat to our positions . 

If we had had to take these one by one off these islands in the 

Marshalls it would have been pretty tough. We didn ' t even have 

good and reliable information about them, of the type the 

amphibious people insist on, except some photographs that had 
our 

been made by/carrier- based aircraft , and these weren ' t too 

good Fwe had always been incapable of solving a m~i n problem, 

which was to kno~~xttl what wa~ the depth of the water~ 

ox tRo de£.en&e....J:?uiid- u -0-f the beaches wherever 

t'- Fortunately we discovered on Kwajalein a~ of very 

confidential Japanese charts that covered all the places that 

they had and that we didn ' t know about . It was a tremendous 

break and they proved to be very useful . 

I had always been very impressed by the importance of 

xkE: Eniwetok , the outlying island of the Marshalls to the 

westward . It was 1,000 milles from the Mar iannas which were , 
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in turn , in close touch with the mainland of Japan . Eniwetok 

was of great strategic importance . It was the center of the main 

Japanese Air line of communication . In other words their aircraft 

flew down from Japan through Iwo Jima, down to the Mariannas , 

over to Eniwetok , and they would litterally fan out from there 

to all the other islands of the Marshalls . I had figured that 

if we could take Eniwetok early we could interrupt this aerial 

pipeline and therefore prevent an air build- up against us in 

the Marshalls • 

However I had orders from Washington , as soon as I had 

taken Kwajalein , to send my ships of the Fifth Fleet titmmxsmc:tk 

to the South Pacific to take part in a new operation down there . 

Such a move would jeopardize my plan . In Pearl Harbor , just 

before I had left for the KwaJalein operation , we had received 

the first pgotographs of Eniwetok . They were impressive . I 

remember telling Admiral NIMITZ : 11 I wish that we could go and 

take this place before it gets heavily built- up and much harder 

to take , but I suppose this won ' t be possible if the Fleet is 

to go south ! 11 

Well , Kwajalein went so fast that I received a message 

from Admiral NIMITZ • : 11 What do you think , after all , about 

taking Eniwetok ? 11 I immediately took a boat and went over to 

see Admiral Kelly TURNER and General Holland SMITH and I told 

them : 11 How about Eniwetok ? 11 They both aggreed that we had 

to try and do it . I reported back to NIMITZ and the decision 

was taken • 

Eniwetok , the largest of the Marshalls , was , however , 

in an exposed position : 1 , 000 milles from the Marianas , less tha 
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700 milles from Truk and less than 600 milles from Ponape . To 

prevent interference with the new operation , these bases had 

to be neutralized . Truk , for example , was an archipelago 

of islands surrounded by a coral reef and provided one of the 

w9rld 1 s finest anchorages . Its reputation f DD impregnability 

while under Japanese mandate had earned it such names as 

" the Japanese Pearl Harbor" or the " Gibraltar of the Pacific . 11 

a 
Genera~ HILL was to leave Kwajalein with his expedition-

nary force to take Eniwetok while myself , leading the 45 , 000 

tons Battleships "Iowa" and "New J imsey" with two heavy cruiser. 

and four destroyers , and Admiral Marc MITSCHER ' s Task Force 

58 , met around TRUK on February 17th • IvIITSCHER ' s planes hit 

repeatedly the harbor area while I made a wide sweep around 

the island to prevent ennemy vessels that tried to escape t o 

do so . Admiral NIMITZ had sent me ten submarines to · help me 

close the net . The results were impressive : in the course of 

this two- day attack , our forces managed to destroy 200 japa

nese airplanes , damaging 70 more , and to sink 15 japanese 

naval vessels , including Admiral K0GA' s two cruisers and four 

of his destroyers , 19 carg o vessels and five tankers . We 

only lost 2 5 aircraft and the carrier " Intrepid" was badly hit 

by a night- flying torpedoe plane in the only counter- attack 

that Truk was able to launch during the whole operation . 

A little later , Admiral MITSCHER Task Force 58 made 

a quick raid on the Marianas to neutralize Japanese airpower 

in Guam , Tinian and Saipan . Not only did he manage to wi pe 

out the newly arrived bomber force that had just come in fr om 

Japan ahead of its fighter escort , but he also succeeded in 
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getting very valuable photographs of airfields and beaches 

suitable for our next assault on the Marianas . Both these 

missions were a great succees , for we managed that way to 

isolate Eniwetok and prevent any interference whatsoever from 

Japanese aircraft . Simultaneously , the invasion of Eniwetok 

went ahead as scheduled . The conquest of the island took 

three days and wasn ' t , as usual , too easy . But we succeeded 

there in stopping for good the pipeline of aircraft that 

was flowing into the Marshalls . The ennemy bases of Wotje , 

Maloelap , Milui and Jaluit , although still very heavily 

defended , were neutralized . We let them "rot on the vine" . 

Cut off fr om supply and reinforcement , except by submarine , 

they were no longer considered threats on our rear . On the 

contrary , they proved useful as live targets for newly 
air 

arrived tix:R/reinforcements . 

Admiral NIMITZ awarded me my four th star • .And I retu:.i.~

ned to Pearl Harbor once again to make plans for the Marianas . 

The plans we devised were of great magnitude . We were really 

nearing the Japanese mainland and had to expect veny heavy 

resistance . The invasion of Saipan took place nine days after 

the Normandy landings but the problems of logistics were , in 

some respects , far more complex . We had to project in the 

Marianas overwh elming power more than 3 , 000 milXes west of 

Pearl Harbor and 1 , 000 mil es from Eniwetok , the most west

erly american anchorage in the Central Pacific • .And still , 

we only had three months to prepare for the operation . The 

invasion of Europe had required two years of preparation . 
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from Tilajuro Bay 

On June 6th , 1944 , I left ~n the " Indiannapolis"/with 

' Task Force 58 and Admiral MITSCHER 4>n the "Lexington" • I had 

under my comm.arid a total of 535 ships carrying more than 

127 , 000 troops , , two- thirds of them beeing Marines . The plan 

called for a landing on Saipan , followed by a another landing 

on nearby Tinian and a later one on Guam . 

Saipan was 14 milles long and yet, it had to be taken 

quickly from its 32 , 000 defenders . It was almost certain that 
reaction 

the Japanese/would be extremely strong both on land and at sea 

and in the air . The operation on Saipan started on June 15th. 

On the 16th , however , I was informed , by one of my 

submarine ' s reports , that a Japanese fleet was approaching . 

The Japanese , in the past , had always made their attacks 

wi th their carriers from different directions . My mission 

was namely to protect our invading forces the best I could . 

I took a boat and went over immediately to see Admiral TURNER 

and General SMITH . 

- " How is the si tuiation ashore ", . I said ? Can you get these 

ships out of this Saipan anchorage , out of harm' s way, to 

the east ? The Japs are coming after us . " 

Admiral TURNER told me that he couldn ' t possibly do it , 

that the landings ashore were proceeding badly , that the si

tuiation was even critical , and that he still needed to pour 

on the island more landing troops , reinforcements and ammuni

tion . 

- 11 Well" , I said , " get everything that you don ' t absolutely 

need out of here to the eastward and I will join ~P with 

MITSCHER and Task Force 58 and try to keep the Japs off your 

neck . " 
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To cover our Mar i anas operation, I had sent part of TF 58 

to bomb Japanese airfields on Iwo Jima from where they could 

have come and disturb us . I had to recall them . Simultaneously 

both MITSCHER and I set out to the westward in expectation of 

the Japanese Fleet . We didn ' t know exactly where it would come 
be W.. 

from and had to/very l!OCllll careful . I sent 1?..9-:t.r~ planes out in 

~y--direction to try to locate that Fleet but without success . 

At night , after having proceeded westward , we had to return 

eastward to avoid the possibility of Japanese vessels going 

b.e~n us • The Japanese had longer range aircraft than we had 

and they were favored by easterly winds . Admiral OZAWA, I 

learned later, expected his Guam-based airforces to strike at 

us in the back while he and his carriers would close in and 

finish us off from the west . He also planned to run a " bomb

shuttle " from his carriers to the Marianas and back which , if 

it had worked , would have imperiled us considerably. Fortuna

tely our bombers and fighter bombers had succeeded in completely 

flattening out the japanese airfields both on Guam and Tinian so 

that this danger could be finally discounted . But OZAWA didn't 

know it and launched his planes against us on the early morning 

of June 19th . We detected them on radar when they were 150 mille 

away and had time to launch every available fighter that we had 

( they were 450 ) against the 45 bombers, 8 torpedo planes and · 

16 "Zekes" from the three light carriers of Admiral Takeo KURITA. 

MITSCHER ordered all his bombers out of the way . Our fighters 

waited for them at high altitude and destroyed 25 of them . Anti 

aircraft gunfire did the rest . Only 27 japanese planes returned 

to their carriers . 
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The second raid , 128 planes from OZAWA' s Main Body , was 

met 50 milles out by our "Hellcats " and cut down to half size . 

Our ships did the rest so that only 31 planes returned to their 

carriers . Of the 47 planes of the third raid, most failed to 

find us , did little damage and suffered seven losses . Finally 

OZAWA sent a fourth raid of 82 planes in three groups • The first 

one was intercepted far out and cut in half; the second reached 

our carriers , did very little damage and was almost totally 

wiped out; as for the third one, which headed for Guam, it 

suffered 30 losses from our "Hellcats" while 19 survivors who 

tried to land on Guam crashed on the cratered runways . This 

fight lasted eight hours altogether . Our flyers immediately 

nicknamed it the "Marianas Turkey shoot" • 

During the two days that this naval-air battle lasted, our 

submarines managed to do heavy damage to the Japanese Fleet . 

I went out in pursuit with MITSCHER who, daringly , sent some 
• 

-light-e-rs 1\te in the afternoon to strike at the Jap carriers . 

They managed to get a few hits but all had trouble when they 

returned . They were badly damaged or short of fuel . I remember 

that lVIITSCHER ordered all his ships lit up to help the pilots 

come in for a landing . I had dqne it ,once during the Battle of 
ik f'()NJ..N.J)...!. 

Midway . This heavy engagement, where we decimated japanese 

naval-air power , became known afterwards as the Battle of the 

Philippines sea . 

When it became apparent that the Japs were fleeing, we 

returned and concentrated once more on the Saipan landing, soon 

to be followed by the invasion of Tinian and Guam . 

On Sa i pan the fight was long and difficult . It ended 
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near the end of July . The c apture of Saipan had cost us 

16,500 casualties , including 3 , 400 killed , mostly in the 

first days . Tinian and Guam were much less costly because 

we were able to pound them from the beginning , and with great 

efficiency , with everything we had . In the case of Guam, 

for instance, 13 days of sustained, meth odical bombings , 

had demoralized the defenders and knocked out most of their 

artillery . Altog ether, conquest of the southern Marianas 

cost us 5,000 dead as against 60 ,000 japanese. But we had 

succeeded in cutting air stag ing lines between Japan and the 

Carolines while acquiring logistics bases from which our sub

marines could attack japanese lines of communication and our 

B- 29 ' s could blast the industrial installations in and around 

Tokyo . For Japan, the loss of the Marianas meant the begin

ning of the end. Yet, the absolute refusal of Japanese troQps 

to surrender even when completely overpowered, and the mass 

suicides of japanese civilians on SQ±~ax Saipan in order to 

avoid capture, led many people to believe that the only way 

Japan could be beaten was by direct invasion and virtual ex

termination of her .Armed Forces and population . 

Immediately after the Marianas, I returned to Pearl 

Harbor after k.axng turning over the command of the Central 

Pacific Force , which was known as the Fifth Fleet , to Admi

ral HALSEY . The F ifth Fleet, incidentally, became the Third 

Fleet, although they were the same ships , but this fooled 

the Japs for a while : they thought we had two Fleets operating 

against them. 
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In early september l944 , Admiral NIMITZ called me and said : 

- ." The next operation is going to be Formosa and Amey .You just 

hop in a plane , go back to California to see your family , and 

be back here in a couple of weeks ." 

-. " I don ' t like Formosa" , I said • 

-." What woul d you rathe:t: do?", replied NIMITZ . 

-. 11 I would pref er taJcing Iwo Jima and Okinawa " • 

• "Well" , said NIMITZ , "It ' s going to be Formosa." 

Back in southern California , when I was preparing to re

turn to Pearl Harbor , I was told to delay my trip and attend 

the CINPAC COMINCH Conference in San Francisco at the end of 

september . I went up there , and while I was waiting in the 

Conference room f _or Admiral KING to appear , Admiral Forrest 

SHERM.AN , who was a very able and fine War Plans Officer, handed 

me over a sheet of paper and said : " Read it carefully and tell 

me what you think of it ." So I read it . I knew Forrest Sherman 

pretty well and handed it back to him in saying : " I wouldn ' t 

change a word of it ' " • The paper in question recommended that 

we drop the idea of talcing Formosa and Amoy but that we taJce Iwo 

Jima and Okinawa instead . The reason given was that the .Army did 

not have enough service troops to develop an island the size of 

Formosa but had enough , on the other hand, to handle Iwo Jima 

~ Okinawa • When Admiral KING entered the Room , Admiral NIIIIITZ 

presented him with this recommendation for change . I don ' t know 

why, but he was a great believer in the values of Formosa . He 

argued a lot but finally gave in and said tixwx he would recom

mend it to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington, which he did . 
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Back in Pearl Harbor , I had to work on the plans which 

involved, once again , tremendous logistics problems . The main 
\ \ \• I 

problem was supplies . I had asked Admiral KfflG to provide me 

with some important means of transferring heavy ammunition 

heavy bombs and shells on our ammunition ships at sea . Failure 

to find a way to resupply our forces at sea would have forced us 

to run back and forth to Ulithi , to the Marianas or even to 

Pearl Harbor . It was 1 , 000 milles back to Eniwetok where we 

had an excellent anchorage . "This is too close to Japan , " I said 

"for any of our ships to go home . " Finally , ships were speciall; 

outfitted for the occasion . -
ident1cal ±x/o~H•-ffl,-s-t valuable 

~ Oh.._ ().N- ().. I.I ' 

Service ~quadron 10 

" 
fim[ foll owed us 

tankers , repair ships , floating drydocks , everything that 

we needed including mail and movies . 

I remember , when I had told General Holland SMITH that 

we were going into Iwo Jima , what was his reply . He said 

" It will be the toughest place we have had to take . I don ' t 

know what an;zybody wants it for , but I ' ll take it ." This left 

certain doubts in my head as to whether Iwo Jima would be worth 

what it cost us . 

In January , I went back to Ulithi . I relieved Bill 

HALSEY and took over once again the Command of the Fifth Fleet . 

I was still thinking about what Holland SMITH had told me . So 

I arranged to have a conference aboard my Flagship , the "Indian

napolis" , with General Curtis LeMAY , who was in charge of the 

B- 29 ' s of the 21st Bomber Command . I had many details t o dis

cuss with LeMAY , namely support of my Iwo Jima operation . The 
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first thing I asked him was : " What do you think about the 

value of Iwo Jima ?" Curt i s LeMAY looked at me and replied 

immediately : " Oh ! But it ' s go i ng to be of tremendous 4:m~or
v l 
~tome . Without Iwo Jima , I couldn ' t b omb Japan effec-

tively ." This took a load off my mind . LeMAY explained to 

me that his B- 29 ' s , which were already operating fr om Guam 

and Tinian , had a hard time bombing Japan . First they had 

to fly over the Volcano- Bonin Islands where they were spotted 

by Jap observers . Jap fighters waited for them when they 
the fuel load , 

appeared over Japan . Secondly , because of the distance , /and 

the very high altitude at which they had to fly , they could 

not take off with their full b omb capacity . Once we would 

have Iwo Jima , he said , his B- 29 ' s could top- off with fuel 

on the island on their return trip from Japan , get any damaged 

planes repaired , and , as a direct consequence , take more 

bombs • 

Iwo Jima was scheduled for the middle of february l 945 ; 

Okinawa for six weeks later . On the 16th of February , deter

mined to inflict damage to the mainland of Japan and relieve 

our attacking forces on the island , I took xorlXRRX Task 

Force 58 with Admiral MITSCHER to the vicinity of Tokyo . This 

was the first Fleet air- attack on Tokyo since the Jimmy DOOLIT

- TLE raid of early 1942 • I told MITSCHER that I wanted to 

hit airfields , planes , aircraft fact:Pries • I said : " I am 

tired of fighting them all along the perimeter if we can get 

them out of here ! " I wanted to have a two , maybe three day 

strike up there and all the weather reports told us it was 

going to be fine . Instead , we had the damnedest, rottenest 
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weather I could think of . It stormed so much that we were 

only able to destroy 40 or 50 ennemy planes before I ordered 

the Task Force to turn back and head for Iwo Jima to lend some 

support to the ·operation ~ But I promessed to return and finish 

what we had started . 

our weather reports in this area came from the 

Russians and they were absolutely no g ood . They were telling 

us things that never existed . The weather was coming down from 

Mainland China and Manchuria towards the southeast , in our 

direction , and t4is is why we had to ask them . We only had 
OA,.,.._,...,._ T 

a few submarines an e in the ea erf Japan but they provided 

sketchy and sometimes inaccurate reports . They were not allowed 

to operate freely . 

At Iwo Jima the landing forces were running into serious 

trouble . B- 24 ' s of the Seventh Air Force had bombed I wo for 
to soften it up altitude 
74 consecutive days/but high/bombing was not very successful on 

this little :txxxmi:x volcanic ash heap where Lieutenant General 

Tadamichi KURIBAYASRI had expertly dug in , in pillboxes and 

everywhere , 14 , 000 elite troops and 7 , 000 naval personnel . 

The battle on Iwo Jima was bloody and difficult . The only way 

to dislodge the Japs was to go in and get them with grenades , 

flame - throwers or napalm, one by one . We had planned on a five 

day o peration . It actually took us a month of vicious fighting 

to reach our goal . We only captured 200 prisonners of war . 

we had 19,000 casualties and over 7 , 000 dead . The expected 

counter-attack from Japan came on the 21st . 20 Kamikaze came 

in with their escort fighters and hit the "Saratoga" and the 

"Bismarck Sea" • 
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But we took the island . Now came the turn of Okinawa 

which we all knew would be even tougher. I had to return to 

Ulithi , our big Navy Base, to replenish before proceeding 

again for the operation . The plan called for a two-day strike 

at im€ Kyushyu to neutralize Japanese air and sea power in the 

area before the landings started . On March 19th, the second 

day of the strike , MITSCHER and I were fortunate enough to 

get our TF 58 aircraft over Kure Naval Base, the second largest 

Japanese naval base on the mainland. The woath01! unf-0rtunate-

-1: , w O a.gain V-Bry--, bad , evsn-wert!!e tii oo- fi.rst tim~ • ~ 

~ ~am~ . The same day, at 7 : 00 o'clock in the mor-
\ 

ning, while I was~ o-f' my Flagship, the "Indian-

napolis" , I saw a lot of smoke coming up in the next Task 

Group • It was the Carrier II Franklin" that had just been hit 

by a Kamikaze . She exploded and burned until 4 : 00 o'clock in the 

afternoon when we were able to give her a tow line . Two bombs 

had penetrated n her hangar deck when she was launching planes 

and set off a tremendous series of explosions that took the lives 

of 800 of her crew . 

Okinawa campaign , 

on our ships • 

point , the ifap tar~ed using the 

resort . Later on, during the 

succeeded in inflicting a lot of damage 

The day before the landings on Okinawa took place , on 

March 31st it became my turn to be hit . A Kamikaze crashed on 

my old Flagship , the " Indianhapolis" , and released a bomb that 

went down several in ~:rre oil~ fresh 

water tanks , blowing up two holes in the hull . I liked the 

"Indiannapolis" and she was salvaged . I used her because she had 
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enough speed to operate with the fast carriers . But she was 

old and not valuable and as a result I could take her any 

place I wanted to , in support of the landings , and during 

heavy bombardments . She eventually was sunk a little later 

by a Japanese submarine in the Philippine Sea , between Guam 

and Leyte , after successfully completing her last mission , 

which was to carry the first atomic bomb from San Francisco 

to the Marianas on the first leg of its trip to Japan • 

.As a result of this Kamikaze hit , I had to shift my 

Flag to 

later , two Kamikaze planes coming from Formosa attacked, us 
o.."f: t o{ ~ 
~e . .......,_,..,.,..;.i.ug-=t~uwunition at sea . One of them landed 

in the water just astern of the "New Mexico" while the other 

one came in from the starboard and took out a nest of 20m/m 
-to 

on deck . It went down in , the fire room and 
~ 4 ~.s -----------

~---.,..---==......_~e~verything up inside . We had about 60 people 
--r C: \ 

killed and 120 wounded . imme iately ~e~ volunteers 

deck which: this to man the anti- aircraft batteries on 
/\ 

wi;mB , had been pretty well wiped out . The response had 

was typical of the spirit of our sailors : all the men in 
OMJl at 

the boiler rooms volunteered • .And believe me , it was risky. 

" When you are on deck and these Kamikaze flew directly into 

you , the only thing that you have fDD protection is your 

tin hat ! During the Okinawa campaign Task Force 58 had to 

stay 92 days at sea . During this time, the Fifth Fleet 

had 15 vessels , none larger than a destroyer , sunk by air 

attack only . We also had more than 200 other vessels badly 

damaged , some beyond repair, by the Kamikaze. 5,000 people 
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were killed abo:a:ad the ships and more than 10 , 000 wounded . 

It was· one of our toughest experiences of the war . 

Okinawa was declared secured on June 21st , 1945 althoug 

the troops had to continue mopping-up operations until the 

end of the month . The landings had taken place on April 1st 

whwn Admiral Turner s-tarted unloading the 182 , 000 troops of 

his Joint Expedi tionnary J?orce from his 1 , 300 ships that had 

come from all over the Pacific . Okinawa was well defended . 

The Japs had more than 100 , 000 men , of which 67 , 000 were 
a 

regular, well- trained _, Imperial Army troops . ~ on Iwo 

Jima our Mar ines had to dislodge them one by one from their 

caves and inter- connecting pillboxes with grenades and flame 

throwers . The fighting was terrible . We took 11 , 000 prison

ners only and had , on our side , 13 , 000 dead . The way all 

this looked , it seemed like a bloody , hellish prelude to 

the forthcoming invasion of Japan . 

· Admiral NIMITZ , near the end of May , due to the strai 

that had been put upon all of us by nearly two months of con

tinuous operations , replaced Admiral Turner ,xmt Mitscher 

and myself in the midst of the campaign . Okinawa , we all 

knew , would be taken . He t han ordered me back to 

Guam , to help in the planning of the next 

operation • 

The ~ plan called for an invasion of tfte

Kyushyui; in November of 1945 , with an assault on Honshu 

and an advance on the Tokyo plain to follow in March , 1946 . 

This was definitely an operation to whic h I was strong 

ly opposed . Not only did I think that we wouldn ' t a c complish 
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much that way that couldn ' t be gained with more time in other 

ways , but I was certain that it would be extremely tough 

and bloody . When you are making war , Time is sometimes 

fighting for the ennerny but it is also sometimes fighting 

for you . If Time is fighting for the ennemy , it is better 

to push the war . When you reach the stage where Time is 

on your side , you can slow down and let it assist you . 

This was not , however , the conclusion that had been rea

ched in Washington or in General Mac.Arthur ' s Headquarters . 

He wanted the .Army to land in Japan )provide~ the Japanese 

had not surrendered by that time • .Af3 I said , I was strongly 

opposed to this from the be g inning . A long time before , 

when Admiral NIMITZ had told me : "Now , where would you 

like to go ?" , I pointed on the map a place on the coast of 

China north of Formosa and south of the Yangtze River where 

I wanted to make a landing . There , we had an excellent 

Fleet anchorage and we could inflict a lot of damage to the 

JapaneseForces at relatively little expense . Their line 

of supply to the south , because of Mac.Arthur ' s presence in 

the Philippines , was practically cut off . One e we had 

taken Okinawa we had gambled that no more japanese shipping 

would be able to go up the Yangtze to supply their troops in 

China . If we had built new airfield on the ChineEemainland 

we would have been able to fly missions all inside China , 

disrupting the railroad system , and inflicting great damage 

to japanese air and sea power all around Japan including 

Korea . I had emphatically told NIMITZ : "It would be wiser 
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not to make any landings in Japan for the time beeing and let 

the Japs "stew in their juice" and ~:t " die on the vine" like 

we have done in so many places previuosly ." I had told him 

tti_~ while we were making the plans for Okinawa and Iwo Jima 

and never knew what had happenned with this project until much 

later . I learned then that Admiral NIMITZ had favored the idea 

and that Admiral KING had · also aggreed. However , the Army 

and General MacArthur had insisted on going into Japan . This , 

I felt , would have been a terribly bloody , unnecessary propo

sition . 

I was very glad in a sense when, finally , the two atomic 

bombs that we dropped over Hiroshima and Nag asaki decided the 

Japanese to surrender . It is impossible to know how long the 

war would have lasted but it is certain that t h e Bomb shortened 

it by a great length . 

I had heard muc h about General MacArthur during the war 

but had never met him personnally . I saw him for the first 

time after V-J Day when Admiral NIMITZ ordered me to go to 
..\io_ • 'UJ,._ tC" ,_ I lo' 

Manila with my~--~ and -~ ou occupation forcea ~ ~'.sPing 
r 

~~ to Japan . Mac.Arthur had let me know that he did not want 
~ ~ (JJA~J_ ~ 

me to pay him any official call t . I was simply t and have 

lunch with him and Mrs . Mac.Arthur at his ~quarters , which I 

did . My staff , before I saw him , had told me that Mac.Arthur 

would d o all the talking and that I would be unable to g et a 

word in . Actually, it happenned the other way around : he 

said -very little, he let me do all the talking and he was 

extremely kind . I had a lot of respect and admiration for him. 

He was a wonderful man . 
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I remember talking the situiation over with him . I dis

covered immediately that he was not going to be pushed into an 

early occupation of Japan until everything was ready . He didn ' t 

want any flare - ups at the end of the war and wanted things to 

be arranged before he would start the real occupation . 

I do not think that there was anybody in the United States 

who could have handlea the very delicate situiation in Japan the 

way Mac.Arthur did . 

Admiral Raymond A. SPRUANCE 




